
 

16 
We started off the week with splitting into two groups:  one group is going to research and 
one group will be working on explorer activities.  During science we introduced our new 
science unit- mixtures and solutions.  We started our review for our math test on 
Thursday.  This week it is a writing week so we are going to start with informational essays.  
We spent our time brainstorming and coming up with some details to start our essay. 

17 
Today was Day 2 of research for the Monday/Tuesday students.  We had our first official 
science experiment today.  We had to separate gravel, powder, and salt from water using 
a screen or paper filter.  During math we continued our math review so we are ready for 
Thursday’s test.  We focused on our introduction today during Language Arts by writing a 
hook and thesis. 

18 
Everyone was either starting or completing their explorer activities for the week.  During 
Language Arts we started to type our introduction and some of our body paragraphs.  We 
played a Jeopardy review game with guest game hosts- Samantha and Elizabeth!  To finish 
up our day we took some time to thoroughly identify the difference between a mixture 
and a solution. 

19 
Today the Thursday/Friday students started their research for our explorer project.  During 
science we saw another experiment where we had to compare the mass of different salt 
solutions.  Our math test was challenging, but we all did our best.  We continued to write 
our body paragraphs and some of us started to work on our Thankful Tree. 

20 
Today was the final day of activities and research for our explorer project.  We’ll do the 
actual project the week after Thanksgiving. During science we reviewed what we learned 
this week and watched a Brain Pop about salt and its properties.  Did you have what it took 
to escape the Turkey rooms?  We had fun beating the clock during Turkey Escape rooms in 
math. During Language Arts we learned about conclusions and finished up our first draft of 
our essay.  

?s to ask 
your child 

What is an interesting fact you found about your explorer?  How can you separate salt, 
powder, and gravel from water?  Did you escape the turkey rooms?  What did you write 
about in your informational essay? 

Upcoming: Next week we have two half days on Monday and Tuesday.  Early dismissal is at 12:15pm.  
It is also a spirit day to wear Blue and White. 
Report Cards go live on Wednesday, November 25th.  Please see Mr. Harlan’s 
communication about the changes that you will see on this marking period’s report card. 
 


